The impact of the hydroxyl radical photochemical sources on the rivastigmine drug transformation in mimic and natural waters.
In this paper we investigated the degradation of the rivastigmine drug induced by hydroxyl radical in synthetic and natural waters focusing on both reactivity and photoproducts identification. The hydroxyl radical formation rate was quantified by using terephthalic acid as trapping molecule and it was related with the rivastigmine degradation rate. The second order rate constant between hydroxyl radical and rivastigmine was estimated to be ≈ 5.8 × 10(9) M(-1) s(-1). Irradiation of rivastigmine in three natural waters (rain, lake and river) and comparison with degradation rates observed in synthetic solutions using nitrite, nitrate and hydrogen peroxide suggest that, in addition to hydroxyl radical, also nitroderived radicals (NO/NO2) are responsible for the pollutant degradation in natural media. In fact, the evaluated degradation rates in three natural waters are greatly higher than those estimated considering only the reactivity with photogenerated hydroxyl radical. Using nitrites and nitrates as photochemical OH source, the rivastigmine degradation cannot be described considering only the hydroxyl radical reactivity suggesting that NO and NO2 radicals could play a key role during indirect degradation. Moreover main degradation products have been identified by means of HPLC-MS. Hydroxylation of the aromatic ring as well as carbamate and amino chain oxidation were suggested as main reaction mechanisms, but also nitroderived compounds were characterized. Finally polychromatic irradiations of three rivastigmine doped natural waters (rain, river and lake) underlined the role of the indirect degradation that needs to be considered when direct degradation of selected pollutants is negligible under environmental-like conditions.